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March's Sampler of the Month -"MR 1811 A Mew Jersey Sampler"

This Hawkins House reproduction, topped with some absolutely lovely darning patterns and including other charming motifs, the
handsome stag for one, has captured Debra, and she is making wonderful progress, as you can see. I said at the beginning of the month
that I hoped we'd meet in the middle, but I've got a ways to go for that to happen. Debra's model is being stitched on Lakeside Linen's
40c V. Maritime White with NPI silks; mine is on Lakeside 's 40c V. Maple Sugar (I mistakenly said V. Fawn earlier, which is also a
wonderful choice, just a bit darker in tone, perfect for the rich overdyed silk colors of Belle Soie + 2 skeins of Gloriana.)
During March you may save 15% on the purchase of the following: chart ($14) + linen of your choice (40c with 2" margins is $13) OR the
silks (NPI, $72; overdyed silks, $86.10). Of course, all of these prices are before the discount is applied.

A Day Workshop With Gloria Moore/Milady's Needle

We are very fortunate to have Gloria Moore of Milady's Needle visiting family in the Phoenix area this March, so we have taken
advantage of her time here and have something very special planned once again: An all-day workshop (you will leave with this project
finished, if you have your part done, the prestitching). What a great way to spend the last Monday in March: with fellow needleworkers
playing in paints and Brie wax a bit before lining the box and attaching your needlework to the lid. And then it's on to the fob!
Here's a photo of Gloria's work ~ you can't see the sides of the beautifully embossed wee box, so another box photo, stuffed with my
in-progress stitching

When: Monday, March 30, 9 - 4 p.m.
What: Acorn Box
Fee: $55 (includes teaching fee, all finishing materials (paint, brushes, Brie wax, including the lining, as well as lunch and Kelmscott's
beautiful acorn accessory pieces, the threadkeep and the needleminder. The only thing you have to provide is a scissors ~ and you might
be lucky enough to win one as a door prize!
Kit: $30 The kit is available now for prestitching. It includes the linen, the Belle Soie, and the paper maiche box. Please call or email to register.

March Madness at The Attic
Spend Saturday, March 28, in Christy's finishing classes ~ or just the morning or
the afternoon ~ (I'm the only one who suffers from "finishing madness" but I'm
determined to overcome it!) Christy has some wonderful finishing projects planned
for you this year in her Ornament Club and her Slipper Club. You can take one or
all, whichever you prefer. Go to our Web site to read about all of these wonderful
upcoming classes/projects.
http://www.atticneedlework.com/schedule.html

Christy's Ornament Club
Instructor: Christy
2.5 hour classes
Fourth Saturday, February - October, 10:00 - 12:30
Fee: $30.00 per class
Saturday, March 28 - Blackbird's Stocking Ornaments
These classes explore different ornament finishing techniques using the 2008 Just CrossStitch Christmas ornament magazine. Each
month will feature a different ornament with options to finish it as pictured or with a twist. Some finishing materials are included in the
class fee. Each student must supply their own copy of the magazine. You do not have to sign up for all nine classes.

Christy's Slipper Club
Instructor: Christy
3-hour classes
Fourth Saturday, March, July and October, 1:30 - 4:30 Fee: $35.00 per class
These classes will use variations on a theme to finish 3 needlework smalls slippers and accoutrements. For the first class in March
students select one slipper from four stitched on 32ct or 36ct designed by Thistle Threads (Christy's model shown below, but go to our
Web site www.atticneedlework.com/ to view your choices for this project.. You may choose from several.
The second class features a Gentle Pursuits ' design inspired by a museum piece (may be stitched over 1 or 2 on 40ct), and the last class
uses the wonderful Christmas Sewing Set from Giulia Punti Antichi . Some finishing materials are included in the class fee. You do not
have to sign up for all three classes.

The slipper charts are here from Thistle Threads, so give us a call and register for the finishing class for this very unique sewing
accessory.

About Some Back-Ordered Items

Our very favorite fabric, Zweigart fabric, manufactured in Germany, has a larger than normal back-order list (that's putting it mildly).
Some have been on back order for six months and longer. 32-count Belfast was becoming very scarce in the entire country and wasn't
even available to the dyers. That's easing a bit now. Please understand, when we have to tell you that it's on back order, that we do not
have any control over the manufacture of it and wish we had better news for you. If you've been waiting a long time, you may be willing
to consider a substitute. We have so many wonderful choices in today's needlework world that we are very fortunate.
We get a large number of items from Norden Crafts (including linens, charts, Gloriana, accessories, and our Loose Feathers Club designs
+ linens) and as a reader of this newsletter, you are aware of the unfathomable loss this family-owned business is dealing with. We ask
your patience and understanding during this difficult time. Many of us have lots in our to-do basket that waiting on some have-to-have's
isn't a problem, but if you have a deadline for a project, let us know and we will do what we can to accommodate that.

On the bright side . . .

we have a wonderful selection of Lakeside Linens in stock right now, particularly in

40- and 36-count, almost exclusively Vintage because that's what most sampler stitchers prefer, and we custom-cut to the size you
need (unless it leaves us with an unusable narrow strip on one end).

Only a few more days . . .
. . . to view the Erica Michaels Designs Shoe Box Show

in person. On Monday we must pack it up and send it on to

its next "engagement."
Here's Linda's newest design in her Petites Collection Series, and it is, in a word, STUNNING! It is called "Serenity" and is packaged
with the 40c silk gauze ~ and you, too, can do it! But if you prefer to do this piece on linen, it would be absolutely lovely on some of the
Lakeside Linen Vintage colors that we have in stock. Linda has included an alternate design for the upper left block that includes the
word "God" in the block.

Some Very Cool Things

From one of your favorites, Liberty Hill, comes another have-to-have: "A Stitcher's Companion" hand-painted box ($48) filled with all

sorts of needful things, all hand-painted as well. We got the flyer last Friday, placed our order, and these will ship in April. Some of you
have already called and reserved yours. If we need more, there is to be another wave of production for delivery in May. But sometimes
the sources run out, so you will want to get on the reservations list for this one as soon as you can. I love the deer on the lid, and the
sheep in the meadow, and the ship on the 3-inch starter board that is stored in its own wool pocket, and the sweet house and country
scene on the project ring, and the hand-painted ruler, and the beehive scissors fob. What is there not to love!?
And from another of your favorites , Darlene O'Steen/The Needle's Prayse, a beautiful English whitework sampler ($26) that I
believe was originally designed as a wedding sampler for her son. The first two bands of words reads, "Love Is Patient, Love Is Kind" and
then has lower bands to personalize this incredible sampler. If the USPS does its job, these charts will be delivered to us today.

The project is approximately 8 3/4" wide by 24" long on 40-count linen. Of course, if doing specialty stitches on 40-count isn't your
idea of relaxation, this will be lovely on any count linen you choose ~ and any color! The sampler contains Darlene's standard battery of
stitch techniques and cutwork areas. There is approximately 20 pages of instructions for this piece. I love whitework and can't wait to
get started. Thanks, Tamami, for asking for a Study Group for this wonderful design. We will schedule it soon.
From GPA Designs , “Everlasting Love” ($23) is a beautiful sewing purse with two secret compartments for sewing tools that was
reproduced from an antique in Giulia’s collection by Judy Odell from Just a Thought, who wrote the finishing instructions as well. Giulia
dedicated her design to needleworker Marsha and Kenny Cauthen, whose love now lives on into eternity. The design is based on an
original 18th Century antique. The intricate thread winder is also available for $21.

I almost forgot to show you these . . .

additional choices for your Thistle Threads slipper design.

Sweet,

sweet, sweet!
In addition to Christy's shown above, "The Gift Is Small," you may choose . . .
the "Sampler Slipper" ~
the "Rice Stitch Slipper" ~
or the "Florenstine Stitch Slipper." Each chart is $10.

New from Dames of the Needle/Finger Work/Elizabeth Talledo . . .
"Ode to Mary Needleroll" ($20) , a wonderful accessory item stitched on Lakeside's 32c Vintage Tundra

"Acorn Thread Holder" ($11) with a charming verse on the outside: "A place for The tools of My art to Rest wilst My fingers
Sleep," stitched on 32c Belfast linen

From Just*Nan, several wonderful new things that we've had here and haven't gotten in
a newsletter:
Her "Floral Fifteen," ($17) a glorious 15-sided biscornu that uses two linen colors, white and green ~ model stitched on 30c
Legacy Linen ~ chartpack includes the bead embellishments (Green Striped Beads, White Pearls, and White Opal Coin Beads) ~
the Charm Garden Pins shown are available separately for $9.50 each

We still have a few of the Nashville Show Special remaining, "Winter Violets" ($16.50 with WhimZi frame) ~ model was stitched
on 30c Weeks Dye Works Lilac
And if you're not on our subscription list for this year's "Over the Top" Series, you may want to do that very soon. We only have
a few left, and the next in the series should be out very soon. The first one, "Snow" ($38) features some strikingly gorgeous
cardinals around the tin and included in the stitched pieces for the top and the adorable mitten needlecase. The 30c Weeks

Dye Works linen needed for this project is $6.

From Rosewood Manor ,

several VERY charming designs:

"Flowers, Plants & Fishes" ($13), a sectioned design that includes a number of fabulous motifs
A timeless birth sampler, "Watch Over Me" ($15) that incorporates family initials in the border surround

Two reversible necklaces embellished with beads, "Heart Tree Necklace" and "Midnight Tulips Necklace" (each $11)

Two beautiful Christmas Stockings, "Stars In My Crown" and "My Stars" (each $11), each including several ornament designs as
well, stitched on 28-count

That's all for today, the first day of Spring! I hope you are enjoying some Spring-like weather. It was Spring break this week for Tyler
and Hannah, so we visited the Boyce Thompson Arboretum located about an hour east of Mesa. The beautiful arboretum includes an easy
mile-and-a-half hike through gorgeous desert and herb gardens and into Queek Creek Canyon. John and Ralph took the "high trail" for
a bit of the way while we stayed on the lower trail to see one of Tyler and Hannah's favorite parts of the hike: the Clevenger House, a
late-19th century ranch home built directly against the cliffside. The small, vine-covered house, which is open for exploration, provides a
fascinating glimpse into pioneer life. A few years ago when Hannah was a bit younger her question was: "But where did they go to the
bathroom?"

I'm going to try to rest more this weekend to try to shake this upper respiratory infection that has brought back my horrible cough and
a low-grade fever. The drugs should start performing their magic very soon.
Happy Spring! Stitch some flowers and bunnies and Easter eggs. It's but a fleeting thing here in the Southwest desert.

Jean Lea
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